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LIST OF TERMS
CRT (Cathode Ray Tube) - A monitor based on magnetic deflection of an electronic beam. The beam is
deflected on a phosphor surface in order to produce an image.
LCD - Liquid CrystalDisplay
PPD - Plasma PanelDisplay
Brightness - Refer to Value.
Color Fidelity - The degree to which the CRT screen reproduces at its output, the essential of its input.
Color Gamut - The range of colors which can be produced by a color system.
Hue - The perception of color which provides an absolute identification. For example, the color blue
could be referred to as "dark blue".
Metameric - Patches of color having different spectral reflectance curves but the same color coor
dinates for one set of conditions.
Perceived ColorDifference - Defined as the Delta
E*
value representing all colorimetric changes made
by an observer in order to perceive a light surround and dark surround color equivalendy.
Simultaneous Contrast - Suggests that the human eye is satisfied onlywhen the complemental relation is
established. Phenomenon whereby pure chromatic colors shift each other toward their complements
Successive Contrast - Suggests that the human eye is satisfied onlywhen the coimplemental relation is
established. Phenomenon whereby the eye posits the complementary color, it seeks to restore equi
librium of itself.
Value - The relative lightness, darkness, or grayness of a color.White is of the highest value while black is
of the lowest. Value is often referred to as "intensity", "brightness", "reflectance", or "luminescence",
depending on which medium is involved. In the case of a CRT, the term
"brightness"
is used.
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ABSTRACT
The use ofCRT monitors as a soft copy proof in color electronic pre-press systems (CEPS) has be
come common. This has raised some question as to the appropriate viewing conditions for such ter
minals. This writing discusses the effects of ambient illumination as well as screen surround conditions
on optical, psychophysical, and physical characteristics of CRT colors in a complex color field. A
review of related literature, specifically those studies of chromatic adaptation,and effects of surround
conditions on brightness, hue, and saturation is included. These studies are compared to the experimen
tal data and both an ambient light model and surround transform are derived.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
With the infusion of electronics into the graphic arts, the use ofCathode RayTubes (CRTs) as a soft-
copy proof in color electronic pre-press systems (CEPS) has become common within the worlds of
engravers, color separators, publishers, advertisers, and printers. It is the color monitor that provides a
soft-proof. These monitors not only vary bymanufacturer (e.g., Ikegami, Mitsubishi, etc.) and vendor
(e.g., Scitex, Crosfield, Hell, Quantel, etc.), but also in their technical capacities. That is, there can be a
wide difference in color gamut, resolution, and number of bit planes (or gray levels) when going from
one monitor to another. In addition, the "soft proof itself is yet a subset of an even larger world of
"proofs"
that now includes the traditional press-proof, the more contemporary photopolymer proofs
(e.g., 3M Matchprint, Du Pont Cromalin, etc.), ink jet proofs (e.g., Iris Graphics, etc.), and the future
direct digital proof. In fact, according toMichael Bruno, author ofColor Proofing, over 48 manufac
turers of proofing systems exist . How could it be possible, then, for a customer to knowwhich proof is
the most bonafide replication for use in color appraisal?
Regardless of the latest advancements in graphic arts research and technology, no one type of proof or
proofing system can offer the
"perfect"
proof: an exact prediction of the final print. Proofing systems
may vary from the final print in contrast, color gamut, colorant, color fidelity, substrate, and in other
aspects. Since each customer has a different subjective preference as to which of these aspects is most
important in matching a print, each customer consequently chooses his own trade shop, vendor,
manufacturer, and proofing system.
Although it is an advantage to have such vast variety from which to choose an electronic proofing
preference, lack of standardization can cause some expense, time, and frustration. This problem is com
ing into recognition with the ever increasing exchange of digital data. There are several groups that are
currently investigating standards. Some examples are ASTM (American Society for TestingMaterials),
ISCC (Inter Society Color Council), ANSI (American National Standards Institute), SMPTE (Society
forMotion Picture and Television Engineers) and CGATS (Committee for Graphic Arts Technology
Standards). Those groups that research soft-copy proofing are naturally within the scope of this study.
The CRT holds the most popular position in a soft displaymarket which also includes PPDs (Plasma
Panel Displays), LCDs (Liquid Crystal Displays), and perhaps other display devices. The reason for
this is the nature of its hardware. The facility in rapidly deflecting an electronic beam to any point on a
phosphor surface allows certain advantages on a soft image: high resolution and rapid access/display
are among them2. Resolution and contrast are
major issues when comparing soft (CRT) and hard
(reflection copy) display systems. The limitations of a CRT are its limited contrast range and the in
ability to display the large data arrays needed for large format transparencies and reflection hard copy
materials. However, the ability tomanipulate image data in digital form and the ready access to the
electronically stored data significantly reduces the
negative impact of these technical limitations .
Color gamut and color fidelity are also among the major concerns when a visualmatch between CRT
(soft) copy and reflection (hard) copy are desired. A perceived color match between the two is
essen-
tial when electronic imaging systems are used as scanner previewing terminals, production consoles,
and computer graphic design systems.
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Problems associated with perceived color differences between CRT and reflection hard copy are cur
rently being investigated from such angles as hardware modification, software implementation, and
viewing conditions. Although this paper analyzes the latter, it is impossible to discuss any one of these
issues while ignoring the others. Therefore, this paper will concern itselfwith the hardware and
software elements as constants but with the understanding that they, too, may be modified to achieve a
more desirable image. The purpose of the research presented is not to rectify the problem in any way
but to more clearly understand the nature of color produced on a CRT screen and its relationship to
the human observer's perception.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER I
1. Bruno, Michael, Quote taken from RE Council for the Graphic Arts seminar "Color Management
and Analysis", 1988.
2. Bueche, Frederick J., Introduction to PhysicsforScientists andEngineers,McGrawHill Inc., 1969.
3. Anonymous, Research paper obtained from KodakResearch Laboratories, 1986, p.p. 1.
4. Masia, Andrew & Holub, Richard & Gilbert, J., "Requirements for Soft Copy Proofing",
Proceedings of the Technical Association for the Graphic Arts, 1985, p.p. 1.
CHAPTERn
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
The nature ofCRT soft-copy colors differs from that of hard-copy colors due to the apparent dif
ference in materials. That is, electron beams and phosphors are essential to image display in the
former, while inks on paper are the elements of the latter. The convergence of two electron beams on a
CRT screen will form a color (cyan, magenta, or yellow) that is of higher intensity than a color created
with only one beam (red, green, or blue) gl.While this is true of the soft display system, hard-copy
colors react differentlywhen combined. In this case, we will use the example of process inks.When two
inks, any combination of cyan, magenta, or yellow, are overprinted, the color created will shift in hue
(but is not necessarily of higher intensity) when comparedwith one of the original inks. Generally, the
printed color is not of the same brightness, saturation, and dynamic range as the computer display
screen. The problem of intensity is only one ofmany associated with the visual matching ofCRT colors
to hard copy. Others include saturation, resolution, and contrast.
RED GREEN BLUE
RED YELLOW CYAN
BLUE
FIGURE 1: SCHEMATIC OF ELECTRON BEAMS
In addition to physical limitations, the absence of standard viewing conditions for CRT screens con
tributes to the problems associated with a visual color match between soft-copy and hard-copy colors.
Standard viewing conditions for reflection hard-copy proofing systems have been designated and inter
nationally accepted. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to list those parameters for reflection hard-
copy; however, it is essential to clarifywhat is implied by viewing conditions for a CRT. Such a
definition, as used here, will only account for the ambient light source (its spectral signature), geometri
cal orientation of the light source, and the light/dark surround within the face of the CRT screen. Al
though some committees have been formed in this area, presently there are no accepted methods of
controlling this problem other
than adjusting the condition for a given image. There has been some dis
cussion on trying to duplicate the viewing
conditions of hard-copy proofing systems. This would involve
the use ofvertical viewing booths for hard-copy in order to match the upright geometrical orientation
ofCRT screens. Additionally, the use of a light surround image border on the terminal, to imitate the
white viewing booth of reflection hard-copy, is being considered. The purpose of this investigation was
to study the perceived color effect of light/dark surround on designated color patches within a complex
color field under different ambient lighting conditions while keeping a constant geometrical orienta
tion, and equivalent illuminance levels.
The objectives of this study, stated specifically, are as follows.
Objective 1:
To develop a database suitable for studying the transformation ofcolor coordinates when a visualmatch
between a dark surround and light surround is produced.
Objective 2:
To develop a database suitable for deriving a mathematical modelwhich predicts the tristimulus values
measured on a CRT screen from a knowledge of the individual phosphor characteristics and the ambient
lighting conditions.
Although the investigation concentrates on the physical and perceptual attributes ofCRT colorswhen
certain viewing conditions are imposed, a possible additional study could involve the subject of
metamerism between a CRT image and a hard-copy image.
FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTERU
1. Samit, Morris L., "The Color Interface", Computer Graphics World. July, 1983, p.p. 43.
2. Saunders, Burt, "VisualMatching of Soft Copy andHard Copy", Journal of Image Technology.
February, 1986, p.p. 3,
3. Saunders, Burt, private communication,March, 1986.
CHAPTERm
LITERATURE REVIEW
I. Perceptual Color Vision
The study of human color perception has attracted some of the most gifted artists and intellects of all
time. Aristotle, Newton, Goethe, Hegal, Young, Maxwell, Helmoltz, Albers, Itten, Hering, and
Shrodinger are among those who have contributed to our present knowledge of color. The available
literature on the subject of perceived color is therefore abundant. A broad search of such documenta
tion uncovered relevant articles describing the subtractive system as well as the additive system. For the
purpose of this experiment, a more specific search for information regarding the effect of surrounds on
perceived lightness, saturation, and hue was conducted. This revealed suprisingly little information on
the characteristics of hue and saturation. In fact, only one article in the search, "The Effect ofSurround
on Perceived Saturation", by I.T. Pitt and L.M.Winter (1974), describes the effect of surrounds on
saturation within a simple field. This experiment concluded that an increase in the lightness of a sur
round color in an additive system will result in a decrease of perceived saturation in the central color.
This paper addresses the subject of perceived saturation as well as changes in perceived hue and light
ness as a function of surround.
Adjacent color contrasts, color constancy, simultaneous, and successive contrast are all perceptual
phenomena relative to the experiment presented in this paper. However, the articles, books, and
studies are far too numerous to list.
JJ. Electronic Imaging (Hardware/Software)
There is a vast amount of literature related to hardware and software criteria and design specifications
in electronic imaging.Within the scope of this paper, the issues of interest are those parameters related
to hard/soft copy metamerism, scattered light, flare, color/contrast balance, and invariance over the
screen image. According to "VisualMatching of Soft Copy and Hard Copy", a paper by Burt Saunders,
"the analog and digital parameters of the
electronic imaging system can be arranged in such a manner
that the soft copy display becomes an accurate match to the hard copy
image"
[by control over] "AGC
(Automatic Gain Control: invariance over image content), contrast adjustments, color balance adjust
ment, invariance over time, invariance over screen position,
and the digital color transform".
Additional studies have been done by a number of industry researchers. A complete listing of all the
contributing researchers in the area of hard
and soft copy proofing is not possible.
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HI. Standard Viewing Conditions
There have been some committees established for the purpose of standard viewing conditions (Inter
Society Color Council (ISCC) Problem Committee No 32 (image technology); American Society for
TestingMaterials (ASTM) Subcommittee E 12.06 (CRT displays), and CGATS subcommittee (Soft
Proofing). Since there are no accepted international standards as ofyet, it has been suggested by many
authors to choose a standard illuminant for both the soft copy and the hard copy. In this manner, a
match between them should be metameric. This, however, seems to have been concluded only after a
spectrophotometric match was discovered impossible. Several agreed-upon conditions include the
same geometrical orientation of the light sources and the same viewer angle (development of vertical
viewing booths for hard copy proofs is now under way). Ultimately, the subject of standard viewing con
ditions is one to be addressed with great importance in this paper. Nearly all of the variables discussed,
are subject to control in a proofing or color matching environment. Since standard viewing conditions
for CRT images are being developed based on established reflective-copy viewing conditions, the com
parison of hard copy/soft copy proofs is relevant.
IV. Observer Chromatic Adaptation
A more specific search, at the suggestion ofDr. Roy S. Berns (RITMunsell Color Lab), in the area of
chromatic adaptation, is included. This revealed two articles: "Color Discrimination as a Function of
Observer Adaptation", M. Pointer and "On ChromaticAdaptation and Persistance", Bartleson.
Pointer's article, based on his PhD thesis, that the color shift perceived in a color sample when viewed
under different illuminants "can be considered to be the result of two components, (i) a colorimetric
shift that is due to the change of the spectral distribution of the light reflected from the sample and (ii)
the adaptive shift that is caused by chromatic
adaptation"
. In addition, the results of his experiment to
measure the size of just noticeable color differences as a function of observer adaptation revealed that
"very little difference was found between the sets of discrimination data obtained for adaptations to five
white
lights"
and "a slight increase of the size of just noticeable color differences with increasing color
temperature was observed".
Bartleson's article concludes that "persistence of color over changes in chromatic adaptation indicates
that for constant luminance there is approximate persistence of color matches but not for either large
or small differences in
color."5
Furthermore, he states that "persistence does not apply to large color
differences. Changing chromatic adaptation significantly alters the color appearence elicited by in
variant stimuli. Small color differences (near threshold) also varywith chromatic adaptation. The varia
tion may be quite small when adaptation conditions are very similar,
but it increases as adaptation
becomes more and more dissimilar.
The experiment described in this paper involves the study of ambient lighting on perceived color as
well as the investigation of possible tristimulus additivity of ambient lighting and CRT screen color. Al
though the theory of chromatic adaptation is not questioned,
the experiment should confirm the ac
cepted effects of adaptation.
V. Chromatic Induction: Brightness Perception in Simple Fields
A specific literature search into the theory of induction was based on the suggestion ofDr. Roy Berns.
The theory, often called "Hurvich-Jameson induction", includes a mathematical model relative to chan
ges of lightness induced by changing surrounds.More specifically, a certain part of the visual excitation
from the backround is inversely induced on the sample area and therefore changes its apparent light
ness. There are two articles examined in this literature search:
H. Takasaki, "Lightness change ofGrays Induced by Change to Reflectance ofGray
Backround"
D. Jameson and L. Hurvich- "Opponent Chromatic Induction: Experimental Evaluation and Theoreti
calAccount", 1961.
Takasaki describes his work on the quantative determination and formula derivation ofwhat he calls
the
"contrast"
effect. That is that a gray sample will look lighter (darker) when it is placed on a darker
(lighter) backround. This studywas done on monochromatic samples and backrounds, contributing
again to the study of lightness changes. The results/formulas are all examined in terms of reflec
tance/density values rather than
L*
or CIE values. The experiment was designed in order to determine
a formula for the required reflectance of a sample on a gray backround in order to match the perceived
lightness of a second given sample on a second gray backround of different reflectance. His findings in
dicate that when the second backround is lighter (darker) than the standard backround, a sample with
higher (lower) reflectance looks as light as the standard sample on the standard backround. Takasaki
also applies the "VonKries Coefficient
Theory"
to his experiment. This theory states that "the sen
sitivity"
of each independent mechanism of the eye varies in inverse proportion to the total excitation
determining the adaptive state of the mechanism.
In addition to their studies of chromatic induction, Jameson and Hurvich investigated the effects of
brightness on image perception within the phenomenon of "simultaneous color
contrast"
in two parts:
1) Temporal changes in visual sensitivities that are basic to what we call
adaptation"
and
2) "changes in response in any focal area of the retina that are induced by changes in the stimulation of
surrounding nonfocal regions of the
retina."8
Although this description would imply that "simultaneous
contrast"
is, in fact, a type of "chromatic adaptation": (as documented byM. Pointer), Jameson/Hurvich
further define the two: "Color adaptation, which presumably involves measurable changes in the sen
sitivities of the visualmechanism, is often treated as a proper concern of colorimetry, psychophysics, or
sensory physiology. Color contrast, on the
other hand, is frequendy handled quite separately as subjec
tive or psychological
phenomenon."
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VI. Effect ofSurround on Brightness in Complex Fields
The most significant work found in the literature was that done by Bartleson and Breneman. Their re
search of brightnesss involves that of the perception of brightness surrrounds in complex fields as op
posed to the earlier mentioned work of Jameson/Hurvich and Takasakiwhich involved simple fields.
Bartleson derives psychometric lightness functions called L* * in the article "Optimum Image Tone
Reproduction"
. In 1967, Bartleson and Breneman did studies on scaled brightness perceptions in com
plex fields and applied the results to image tone reproduction analysis. The related paper compares the
requirements of complex field data to simple field data of tone reproduction requirements. Bartleson
notes that simple field data and brightness scaling are considerably different than that of complex
fields. One of the purposes that he emphasizes is the need to use complex field brightness data when
evaluating the tone reproduction characteristics of complex images since a complex field (e.g., pictorial
image) acts as its own induction field and there is no reason to expect that the simple field data will
predict brightnesses perceived in complex fields as well. Although this is out of the scope of this
paper, the functions for predicting relative brightness in complex images is of interest.
Bartleson's article points out that the "optimum gradient of the physical tone reproduction curve
depends upon the character of the surround in which the picture is
displayed."
This clearly em
phasizes that in a tone reproduction system such as an electronic imaging system, the surround factors
must be considered. Bartleson notes that the relative brightnesses of the reproduction should match
those of the original. And that "regardless of the viewing conditions, the perceived brightness scale of
the image should be proportional to that whichwould correspond to the original". In other words, the
perceived brightness scale of the image, as opposed to densities and luminance alone, must be propor
tional to that of the original if optimum image tone reproduction is to occur. The data ofBartleson and
Breneman indicate that the need to control the luminance of the surround with respect to tone
reproduction is more critical than ambient illumination. This is stated as follows: "Although absolute
brightnesses of scene elements may vary considerablywith illumination, the brightness of scene ele
ments with respect to a reference white remain much the same for identical viewing conditions over a
wide range of
illuminances."13
It is furthur stated that "the shape of the (relative brightnesses) function
does change with viewing (i.e., surround conditions)". In
addition to the tone reproduction criterion
ofmaintaining relative brightnesses
of an image, he states that overall quality of the image increases
when the brightness of picture elements approach absolute brightnesses of corresponding elements
from the original.
Bartleson's
L** functions can be used to derive a surround transformationwhich predicts the lightness
required for each element in a dark surround image to create a visual match to a corresponding image
viewed in a light surround. Breneman, on the other hand, does not agree that the
L** functions are a
good fit to the underlying data, and has formulated a
surround transform of his own. Thus, although
there is agreement that a surround transformation is required to account
for differences in perceived
brightness, there is no clear agreement about just
what that transformation should be.
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11. Ibid, p.p. 613.
12. Ibid, p.p. 614.
13. Ibid, p.p. 614.
14. Ibid, p.p. 614.
15. Breneman, EJ., private communication, 1986.
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CHAPTER IV
MODEL
Simulating the conditions used for hard copy display onto a CRT while simultaneously comparing
those conditions that are presently used for soft-copy display allowed the opportunity to collect data
which is relevant in both the understanding of perceived soft-copy color and in the standardization of
CRT viewing conditions. Perceived and measurable color differences are aspects that needed to be in
spected in such an experiment.
Geometrical orientation of the illuminant, illuminance level, and observer viewing distance were held
constant so that the effects of different ambient lighting conditions could be studied. Three of the view
ing conditions most often used for reflection hard copywere used: office fluorescent, tungsten, and
D5000.
Two Sdeen conditions were used for each illuminant: both light surround and dark surround. The light
surround was intended to imitate thewhite viewing booth used in reflection hard-copy-proof viewing
conditions, although an exact calibration of the white that is used in such booths was not possible. The
dark surround was intended to imitate the absence of a surround, generally used with soft copy display.
The image within the two surrounds consisted of a complex color field designed to imitate the multiple
color array of pictorial images. Nine patches were used
under each surround (a total of fourteen dif
ferent colors were possible with the available software). The experimental screen display is shown
below.
F'8-2
FIGURE 2: CRT DISPLAY
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A randomization factor was added through the use of software. Factors that were randomized are the
placement of the light and dark surround test colors to be brought to the screen, and the sequence of
ambient lighting conditions. This was intended to eliminate any viewer adaptation or any unseen bias
due to the conditions.
Certain results regarding surround effects could be expected based on previous experiments. Accord
ing to Itten, speaking of reflection hard copy, "White weakens the luminosity of adjacent hues and
darkens them; black causes them to be seen lighter". Similar results, with regard to saturation, were in
curred in experiments of Pitt andWinter on KodakWratten color filters and a transparency il
luminator. Their results state "a dark surround causes colors to appear appreciably less saturated than
when they are viewed with a light surround".
MODEL
The presence of ambient illumination has the potential to effect the physical stimulus seen by the ob
server, as sell as the observer's state of adaptation.We can therefore anticipate that colors displayed on
a CRT screen may appear different under various ambient lighting conditions. In fact, three reasons for
different appearance suggest themselves:
1. The ambient illumination physically changes the color being considered.
2. The ambient light physically changes the surround, which
in turn is known to influence the ap
pearance of the test color.
3. The ambient light may also change the observers
state of adaptation.
In the present study the first factor is
migitated by characterizing each test color by measurement taken
in the presence of ambient light. Therefore the measurement accounts precisely
for the physical
stimulus seen by the observer.
The second factor is an intended subject of the investigation. The
null hypothesis implies that this is
negligible. If this is true then compensation for the effects of ambient light, and a transform which ac
counts for a change of surround are independent
sequential operations that can be performed in either
order.
The third factor could be expected to modify the
appearance associatedwith a given physical stimulus
under change in ambient lighting. However, this is not the
intended subject of the present investigation.
It is hypothesized that the observers state of
adaptation will be set primarily by the image displayed on
the CRT itself, and not by ambient light reflected
from the environment. Further, the applications of
greatest interest are expected to involve visualmatches
in which the colors to be matched can be
viewed simultaneously.When such colors are
found tomatch under one state of adaptation, thety are
expected to match under other states of adpatation as
well.When this is true, no transformation is re
quired to account for adaptation.
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Simply stated, the objective of the above described experiment is to determine the influence of two con
ditions (surround and ambient light) on a CRT color. Therefore, the experimental model in its entirety
states that for a desired color described in CIE tristimulus space, there exists a sun-ound transform and
an ambient light model for that color to be displayed in RGB values perceived equivalendy
Flfr 3. In
order to discover the truth in this model, the following experimental condition will exist.
When two colorimetrically identical colors are compared under two adjacent surround conditions
(light and dark) they will appear different. If one of the colors is then changed in such away that a
visual match is achieved, the two colors will then be colorimetrically different. The CIELAB color dif
ference between the visuallymatching colors is then an estimate of the percieved color difference. For
the purpose of this paper, this difference will be labeled the surround induced "perceived color dif
ference": defined as the required amount of the CIE coordinates (Y, x, y) that an individual determines
for a color match under light and dark field presentations.
Therefore, the hypothesis is stated as follows:
There is no significant difference in the perceived color difference under different ambient lighting con
ditions or Delta E l(Tungsten)
= Delta E 2 (D5000)
=Delta E 3( Office Fluorescence)
=Delta E 4(No Ambient
Light)
The hypothesis was tested by the calculation of a Delta E value using the following formula in
CIELAB space:
Delta E = [(L*d-L*i)2+(a*d-a*i)2+(b*d-b*i)](1/2),whereby d
= dark and 1 = light.
The null hypothesis stated above was analyzed statistically through the use of a T-test. Since the as
sumption in parametric statistics is that the data has a normal distribution, eight observers were used as
subjects.
15
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FIGURE 3: MODEL
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER IV
1. Itten, Joannes, The Elements ofColor, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, NewYork, N.Y., 1970, p.p.
33.
2. Pitt I.T. and L.M.Winter, "Effect ofSurround on Perceived Saturation", Journal of the Optical
Society ofAmerica, Vol. 64, p.p. 1331.
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CHAPTERV
METHODOLOGY
The preliminary steps that were completed before observer experimentation included adjustment of
the CRT terminal, preparation of software, and calibration of tonal areas. All calibration and measur-
ments were done with the PR710 spectroradiometer. The measurements, displayed on an additional
CRT terminal, included a phosphor spectrum curve, digital image values (R, G, B), the ambient il
lumination reflected from the blank CRT screen (x, y, Y), and the CRT image values combined with
ambient lighting. The hardware and software preparation procedures are described below.
1. Preparation
1.1. Preparation of theTektronix4115B computer display terminal. The Tektronix is a high quality
calibrated monitor which can receiveRGB values. The programwhichwas used to calculate theRGB
values was set up to operate in the parameters ofL*, C*, andH.
1.1.1. Purity and amplitude response adjusted.
1.1.2. Stability establishment by continuing the existing QC program and plotting control charts.
12. Preparation of a suitable pattern of rectangles that were stored on disk. This patternwas identical on
both halves of the screen.
1.3. Preparation ofa program that permits adjustment of the color map values under keyboard control.
13.1.This program permitted adjustment ofone of the 16 color indices at a time through a colormap
value.
132. The adjustment of lightnesswas programmed to be controlled by the < and > keys.
133. The adjustment of saturationwas programmed to be controlled by the a and2 keys.
13.4. The adjustment of hue was programmed to be controlled by the + and - keys. A coarse and
fine adjustment was provided by the shifted and unshifted mode.
1.4. Preparation ofcontrolled ambient lighting.
1.4.1. Luminaireswere identified and set up to provide three ambient lighting conditions: office
fluorescence, 5000K fluorescence, and tungsten. The goalwas to achieve equivalent illuminance
levels.
1.42. Geometrical location of the ambient lighting and themonitor was based upon the location of existent
room lighting. See Figure 4.
1.5. Selection of surround tonal levels and colors during calibration.
1.5.1.The dark surround image value was R = 0, G = 0, and B = 0, which corresponds to no intentional
luminance.
1.52. The light surround image value was R = 255, G = 255, and B = 255,which corresponds to about
20 foot lamberts with a correlated color temperature of5000K.
1.53. Thewhite surround was specified on theApollo host computer by values
L*
= 100,
C*
= 0, and
H= 0. This surround was equivalent to the specified referencewhite values in the program
X= 19.71, Y= 20.45, and Z= 16.85.These values are based on measurements takenwhen the
monitorwas in correct calibration. They represent a correlated color temperature of 5000K and
Y=20.45R
1.5.4. Extensive preliminary testingwas done to determine the
selection of colors. Due to the limits in color
gamut of themonitor, certain colors were not possible.
A flesh color with a scale of lightnesswas chosen as
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a basic color used in color reproduction. The values for this color were
L*
= (5 10 20 40 60 80 95)
C*
=50, and
H*
=70 degrees.
' ' '
Preliminary Testing
2.1. Variance of a single observer.
2.1.1. In order to determine the amount ofvariability for one observer and the total number ofobservers
required, five matches of each of the seven colorswere made by a single subject with a file containing
a scale ofhue. The subject adjusted colormap locations left to right in reading order for the first two rows
until the last rowwhere only the central colorwas adjusted. In this case, the observer adjusted only the
colors in the dark surround. The resulting valueswere then put into a Supercalc3 spreadsheet program to
determine themeans and standard deviations ofDelta E*, Delta L*, DeltaC\ and Delta H*. These values
were then pooled for the Delta SDs:
Delta
E*
1.5560
Delta L* 13143
Delta C* 1.6703
Delta H* 1.4926
With a known standard deviation, the correct sample size for the variable with the largest standard
deviation (Delta C*) was determined. In this case, the alpha and beta values used indicated the t-value risks
associatedwith a 95% confidence level The standard deviation of 1.67was used as the standard deviation
of the population.And 2.0 was chosen as the differencewewish to detect based on the context of our
experiment . Itwas then determined by statistical calculation that if a detectable difference of 2.0 is desired
for C*, 8 observers were required:
2.2. Flare factors.
22.1. During preliminarymeasurements, there was some indication of flare since identical command values
had resulted in significandy differentmeasured colors under the two surround conditions.An initial
investigation included measuring all 7 pairs of colors with the spectroradiometer and recordingCIE x, y,
and Y values. The difference between CIE Y values for identical colors was as great as 2.6 units in some
cases. Several tests were done to determine if the major contribution to this difference was due to scattered
light, instrument flare, or non-uniformity of lighting. First, a black mask was designed to take measurements
of a color included in thewhite surroundwithout the effect of actual flare. However, this was not entirely
possible since the phosphor plate lies behind the glass surface of CRT. This makes it impossible to
completely block ambient illumination whichwould normally strike
the surroundwithout also blocking
ambient illumination that would normally strike the patch beingmeasured. The objective was to determine
whether significant amount of flare could be eliminated with the use of a mask, to determine if this was a
reasonable method ofmeasuring during experimentation, and if doing so would accurately represent the
match made by the observer visually.Measurements of the Tektronixmadewith amask onwere taken
under several conditions using the PR710 spectroradiometer. The CIE x, y, and
Y values were transferred
into CIELAB space and Delta E*, Delta C*, Delta L*, and Delta
H*
valueswere calculated as follows.
Dark vs. Light Surround Color withMask
Delta
E*
32
Delta L*L8
Delta
C*
23
Delta
H
13
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FIGURE 4: GEOMETRYOF LIGHTING
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Dark vs. Light Surround Color withoutMask
Delta
E*
4.2
Delta L* 2.6
Delta
C*
2.8
Delta H* 1.6
Dark Surround Color withMask vs. Dark Surround ColorwithoutMask
Delta
E*
.66
Delta
L*
-37
Delta
C*
-.10
Delta
H*
54
Light Surround Color withMask vs. Light Surround Color withoutMask
Delta
E*
1.28
Delta
L*
1.17
Delta
C*
-.98
Delta
H*
.16
These values indicate that themajor contribution was probably light scattering in the faceplate; not optical
flare in the spectroradiometer. Since light scattering does influence the color perceived by the observer,
subsequent datawas collected bymeasurement, rather than by calculation from the digital values. Since
optical flare in the spectroradiometer is minimal, a blackmask was not needed for these measurements.
The question ofnon-uniformity of lightingwas answered by taking measurements of the ambient light
reflected from the unexcited screen, all color map locations. This resulted in a maximum difference often
percent. Therefore, the location of the lamps were left unchanged. Our final conclusionwas that a mask
would not eliminate flare, may provide unrepresentativemeasurements, and that the presense of scattered
light is experimentally constant.
23. Observer Instructions and Selection
The experiment was presented as follows for each observer.
1. Each observer completed the Farnsworth/Munsell 100 hue test. Ail observers were accepted with
"superior"
or
"average"
color discrimination and no color vision deficiencies. This test was administered and scored according to Farnsworth/Munsell
directions with the exception that the illumination used was a standard graphic arts D5O00.
2. Immediately following the Farnsworth/Munsell test, each
observer was given a test with a simple field of color in an effort
to familiarize him/her with the color matching program.
3. Finally, the observer was given the following set of
instructions for the color matching test in a complex field. Although the
test was given four times (4 ambient conditions), the instructions were given only
once and then a brief review was given
thereafter.
The program is designed such that any square of color may
be adjusted independent of the other areas of the screen. The
method of adjustment is by means of three variables.
The first, hue, may be controlled by + and
- keys (as labelled). In
which, + is used to obtain a change in
color in one direction, and - is used to obtain a change in the other direction. If
depressed continuously either key will go through the
enitre hue circle. The second variable is saturation. This is controlled
by the a and z keys in a similar way as
hue. In this case, saturation may be
increased by depressing the a key and decreased by
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depressing the z key. And the last variable, lightness, is controlled by the < key and > keys. The < will increase lightness
and the > key will decrease
lightness."
"For any of the three variables, a larger adjustment may be made by depressing the shift key while adjusting. Fine adjust
ments are made in the unshifted mode. Note that only one variable may be adjusted at one
time."
"In this display you are asked to adjust only the colors on the (left/right: randomized side) side of the screen. They will be
adjusted such that they appear the same as their corresponding color on the other half of the screen. For example, this
square corresponds to that square and this square corresponds to that square, and so on. The diagonally opposite corner
squares are equal in that, if one is adjusted, the other is adjusted simultaneously with the same change. You will be asked to
adjust only the corner squares on the top half of the screen. You will begin by adjusting the top lefthand square and proceed
in reading order until the last row, where only the central square will be changed. After each square is adjusted to your satis
faction, indicate so, and I will input the next square into the program. After having gone through all seven colors once, you
will have the opportunity to sequentially adjust all seven colors a second time. If at any time, even at the onset of the experi
ment, you cannot detect any difference in the two colors, indicate so, and that square will not be
changed."
.
2.4. RANDOMIZATION
With the consultation of a statistician, several variableswere randomized. The location of darker and
lighter colorswithin the colormap were randomized for eachmatching session
through the use ofnumbered
cards pulled out of a bag. This eliminated the possibility that results were affected by the placement of
particular colors. In addition, the placement ofdark (reference) and light (match) surround colors on the
left or right side of the screen was randomized for each matching session by flipping a coin .
3. Testing
3.1. The sole discretion used in choosing observerswas a Farnsworth
Munsell 100 hue color vision screening
test to assure normal color vision.
3.2. The subject made all color matches under one lighting condition before proceeding to the next.A 10
minutewarm-up adaptation period
followed each change in the lighting conditions.
33. As indicated in the proposed model, the observer was presentedwith two identical
color fields each one
being centered in one of two adjacent surround
conditions located on left and right halves of the terminal
screen. Each surround and color square was controlled by a color map value. There were a total of sixteen
color map values, two of
which represented the light and dark surrounds. The initialR G, B values
corresponding to the colormap
value of the adjustable squareswere identical for the two halves of the
screen.
3.4. The observer adjusted each of the seven adjustable colors
on one halfof the screen one at a time to
produce a visual match with the corresponding color
in the other half. The arrangement of colors within the
color field may be randomized
with each ambient light and with each observer.
3.5. The observer then reevaluated the color whichwas
adjusted and readjustedwhen necessary.
Measurementswere taken after the final match.
4. Data Analysis .
Themethod of statistical analysis used wasANOVA
or "analysis ofvariance". A oneway analysis of
variance"
is usedwhere there is a hypothesis about more than
two possible populations (in this case, the
ambient lighting conditions are the populations)
and there is a hypothesis of no difference among them to
be tested. This method of analysis is an extension of
T-tests of hypothesis for themeanWithin this
experiment, the use of a single
test and a single alpha risk answered the following question: Do the data
indicate that the Delta
E*
values for the four ambient lighting conditions significantly differ among
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themselves? Or, as the hypothesis states, doesDelta E*i = Delta E*j? In the case where the hypothesis is
correct, the true mean is the same for all ambient lighting conditions. The alternative hypothesiswould be
that not all the means are equal and the null hypothesis is rejected.When usingANOVA to estimate the
variance of all the datawithout regard to cause, one assumes that other effects are fixed or non-biasing in
some way. For example, it is assumed that the ambient lighting levels are indepenedent of each other. It is
also assumed that the population of each ambient lighting condition has a normal distribution.
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FOOTNOTES FORCHAPTER V
1. Farnsworth, Dean,
"
The Farnsworth-Munsell 100-Hue Test for the Examination of Color
Discrimination", Baltimore, Maryland, 1957, p.p. 2.
2. Smialek, Dan, private communication, 1986.
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CHAPTERVI
DATAANALYSIS
I. Test ofHypothesis
The hypothesis, as stated in Chapter IV, was that Delta E*; =Delta E*j. Using the statistical method of
analysis called ANOVA, the data from the experimentwas tested against the hypothesis and resulted
in its rejection. That is, Delta E*i is not equal to Delta E*j and the required surround transform in
order to map a desired CIE color to an equivalently perceived RGB display color does change sig
nificantly between any of the ambient lighting conditions
Stats l. Therefore, the ambient lighting model
and surround transform cannot be treated independently of each other.
II. Ambient LightingModel
One of the objectives of this work was to determine the contribution of ambient illumination to the ap
pearance of the displayed image. This is of particular interest under circumstances which permit the ac
curate calculation of the color of the displayed image in the absence of ambient light. It was
hypothesized that simple additivity in tristimulus space should account for the combination of screen
colors with ambient illumination. That is, given a knowledge of the tristimulus values displayed on a
CRT, as measured in an otherwise darkened room, and a knowledge of the tristimulus values of the am
bient illumination, as reflected from the unexcited screen, then the tristimulus values of the displayed
image seen under the ambient lighting condition are simply the algebraic sum of the components. It
was further hypothesized that displayed colors seen under various conditions of ambient illumination
could be psychometrically compared by calculating CIELAB parameters using a single reference white
for all conditions. The first hypothesis was confirmed instrumental^ by the following experiment. Full
confirmation of the second hypothesis was beyond the scope of the present study. Rather, this became
a working hypothesis used in analysis of all the
experimental data.
Experiment: Additivity ofAmbient Lighting in Tristimulus Space
1. Measurement of all 15 colormap values on the
Tektronix screen through the use ofa PR710
spectroradiometer.
1.1. Condition 1: Measurement with the display and ambient lights.
12 Condition 2:Measurement with the display only.
13. Condition 3: Measurement with the lights only.
2. Analysis
2.1. Themeasured values ofx, y, and Ywere converted to
both Tristimulus and CIELAB values.
22 The tristimulus values for condition 3were added to the tristimulus values
for condition 1, resulting in
calculated values whichwere hypothesized to predict condition 1.
23. The calculated valueswere compared to the measured values of
condition 1 bymeans of the CIELAB
color difference, Delta E*.AllDelta
E*
valueswere close to one unit, with the highest being 2.85. Itwas
concluded that ambient light and CRT light are additive in tristimulus space. Separatemeasurements of the
display and ambient lighting are sufficient to
predict the tristimulus values of the display under ambient
lighting.
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Table A-4 Critical Values of the F Distribution (Continued)
x = 0.05
Vi
1 >
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 161.45 199.50 215.7! 224.58 230.16 233.99 236.77 238 88 240.34
2 18.513 19.000 19.164 19.247 19.296 19.330 19.353 19.371 19.385
J 10.128 9.5521 9.2766 9.1172 9.0135 (.9406 8.8868 8.8452 8.8123
4 7,7086 6.9443 6.5914 6.3883 6.2560 6.1631 6.0942 6.0410 5.9988
3 6.6079 5.7861 5.4095 5.1922 5.0503 4.9303 4.8759 4.8183 4.7725
6 5.9874 5.1433 4.7571 4.5337 4.3874 4.2839 4.2066 4.1468 4.0990
7 5.5914 4.7374 4.3468 4.1203 3.9715 3.8660 3.7870 3.7257 XfTZ7
8 5.3177 4.4590 4.0662 3.8378 3.6875 3.5806 3.5005 3.4381 3.3881
9 5.1174 4.2565 3.8626 3.6331 3.4817 3.3738 3.2927 3.2296 3.1789
10 4.9646 4.1028 .1.708) 3.4710 3.325! 3,2172 3,1353 3.0717 1.0204
II 4.8443 3.9823 3.5874 3.3567 3.2039 3.0946 3.0123 2.9480 2.8962
12 4.7472 3.8853,, 3.4903 3.2592 3.1059 2.9961 2.9134 2.8486 2.7964
13 4.6672 X8056 3.4105 3.1791 3.0254 2.9153 2.8321 2.7669 2.7144
14 4.6001 3.7389 3.3439 3.1122 2.9582 2.8477 2.7642 2.6987 2.6458
IS 4.5431 3.6823 3.2874 3.0556 2.9013 2.7905 2.7066 2.6408 2.5876
16 4.4940 3.6337 3.2389 3.0069 2.8524 2.7413 2.6572 2.5911 15377
17 4.4513 3.5915 3.1968 2.9647 2.8100 2.6987 2.6143 2.5480 2.4943
18 4.4139 3.5546 3.1599 2.9277 2.7729 26613 2.5767 2.5102 2.4563
19 4.3808 3.5219 3.1274 2.8951 2.7401 2.6283 2.5435 2.4768 2.4227
20 4.3513 3.4928 3.0984 2.8661 2.7109 2.5990 2.5140 2.4471 2.3921
21 4.3248 3.4668 3.0725 2.8401 2.6848 2.5727 2.4876 2.4205 2.3661
22 4.3009 3.4434 3.0491 2.8167 2.6613 2.5491 2.4638 2.3965 2.3419
23 4.2793 3.4221 3.0280 2.7955 2.6400 2.5277 2.4422 2.3748 2.3201
24 4.2597 3.4028 3.0088 2.7763 2.6207 2.5082 2.4226 2.3551 2.3002
25 4.2417 3.3852 2.9912 2.7587 2.6030 2.4904 2.4047 2.3371 2.2821
26 4.2252 3.3690 2.9751 2.7426 2.5868 2.4741 2.3883 2.3205 2.2635
27 4.2100 3.3541 2.9604 2.7278 2.5719 2.4591 2.3732 2.3033 2.2501
28 4.1960 3.3404 2.9467 2.7141 2.5581 2.4453 2.3593 2.291.1 2.2360
29 4.1830 3.3277 2.9340 2.7014 2.5454 2.4324 2.3463 2.2782 2.2229
30 4.1709 3.3158 2.9223 2.6896 2.5336 2.4205 2.3343 2.2662 2.2107
40 4.0848 3.2317 2.8387 2.6060 2.4495 2.3359 2.2490 2.1802 2.1240
60 4.0012 3.1304 2.7581 2.5252 2.3683 2.2540 2.1665 2.0970 2.0401
120 3.9201 3.0718 2.6802 2.4472 2.2900 2.1750 2.0867 2.0164 1.9588
oo 3.8415 2.9957 2.6049 2.3719 2.2141 2.0986 2.0096 1.9384 1.8799
INTERPRETATION OF STATISTICS
ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
Hypothesis is that there is no difference in the mean response of Delta E
due to the ambient lighting condition. If Fc < Ft, the hypothesis is
rejected. If Fc > Ft, the hypothesis is accepted.
TWO WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE:
The analysis indicates the interaction between two conditions in any one
variable. For example, the interaction of ambient light and blocks in Delta
C*. If Fc > Ft, the interaction is not significant.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON DELTA E
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SOURCE DF
AMB_COND 3
ERROR 220
TOTAL 223
LEVEL
0
1
2
3
N
56
56
56
56
SS
910.07
1923.89
2833.96
MS
303.36
8.74
MEAN
166
136
128
342
STDEV
4.473
812
397
439
1
2
2
POOLED STDEV = 2.957
F
34.69
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI
'
S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
(-*
-)
( * )
( * )
4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
STATISTICAL GRAPH 1: ONEWAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (DELTA E*/AMBIENT)
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III. Surround Transform
One of the primary objectives of this work was to determine the required surround transform in order
to map a desired color (defined by CIE tristimulus values ) to an equivalently perceived display color.
Through the use of the Supercalc spreadsheet program which provided graphs and T-tests and the
statistical method of analysis called ANOVA (by means ofMinitab), the following results were con
firmed.
1. Chroma: An initial analysis of the data indicated that there is probably no required change in
chroma from light (dark) surround to dark (light) surround under any of the given lighting conditions.
A plot of all the data on a
C*
light field vs.
C* dark field which includes all data points indicates that
the points fall predominantly on a straight.though not exactly 45 degree line
rap
.
Further statistical analysis indicated that there were some significant changes in chroma within certain
ambient conditions and within particular original blocks on the lightness scale
a
. In fact, a two way
analysis of variance indicated that there may be some interaction between the blocks and the ambient
light. However, this was dismissed as a result ofmonitor calibration or random error.
2. Hue: A preliminary test of data from the individual lighting conditions showed some
significant
values for Delta
H*
under Tungsten lighting. Further investigation and plotting of color changes in
CIELAB space did not support this. Some of the hue changes were, in fact, hue changes in a specific
direction, but others seemed to be result of noise. Furthurmore, a second test
of all data from all condi
tions did not indicate any significant values in Delta H*. The
conclusions that a change in hue does not
contribute significantly to the surround transform.
3. Lightness: Based on an initial analysis of the data, an increase (decrease) in lightness is required
from dark (light) field to light (dark) field under all lighting conditions
Grap
. This was confirmed
statistically by means of a histogram
s,ats 3
and a T-test which showed significant values in four of the
seven color blocks under the no ambient light condition. Since it is apparent
that
L*
changes made the
greatest contribution to the surround transform and the literature was
most abundant in this area, an
extension of this study was conducted.
IV. Further Analysis
As a final step, this investigation was
continued beyond the rejection of the null hypothesis. It was
noted that when
L* (light field) was plotted against
L* (dark field), all the data seemed to lie very near
ly along the same curve. Since the
data originated from measurements made in the presence of ambient
light this suggested a
"universal"
surround transform which could be applied to the screen color after
the addition of ambient light. Because the statistical
analysis indicated that the subjects did not change
chroma or hue, it was expected that the surround
transform would take the form of a change m light
ness only.
As mentioned in the literature review, both
Bartleson and Breneman have postulated surround trans
forms, either directly or indirectly.
Therefore it was of interest to determine whether either of these
transforms fit the data of the present experiment
80
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GRAPH 1: C* LIGHT FIELD VS.
C* DARK FIELD
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DELTA C
SOURCE DF SS MS
BLOCKS 6 1496.06 249.34
AMBCOND 3 330.16 110.05
INTERACTION 18 263.78 14.65
ERROR 196 1481.13 7.56
TOTAL 223 3571.13
ROWS: AMB_COND COLUMNS: BLOCKS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ALL
0 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 &
-7.8152 -5.4941 -03351 1.6678 35796 3.0010 -0.1957 -0.7988
7.9102 2.9635 4.0481 3.1240 23150 1.1377 2.0738 55095
1 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 56
-2.1245 -L2849 0.8940 2.0237 3.6134 15438 0.4656 0.7330
15185 15026 1.6877 1.9008 L9528 15208 1.1898 23879
2 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 56
-6.9456 -4.1261 -05982 -2,0646 L7730 0.4937 0.1007 -1.6810
3.6837 15703 2.6736 1.6040 2,1383 1.0823 25905 35942
3 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 56
23586 -0.7277 0.7075 2.0358 3.0913 3.1277 3.8402 13880
1.8663 1.6732 2.1494 2.0398 25034 2.4940 33508 3.1546
ALL 32 32 32 32 32 32 32 224
-4.8109 -2.9082 0.0671 0.9157 3.0143 2.0416 1.0527 -0.0897
5.0418 2.8315 2.7600 2.7602 23816 L9256 2.9807 4.0018
CELL CONTENTS -
DELTA_C:
N
MEAN
STDDEV
29
STATISTICAL GRAPH 2: TWOWAYANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (BLOCKS/AMBIENTLIGHT)
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Histogram of DELTA_L N = 224
Each * represents 2 obs.
Midpoint Count
-2 4
0 22
2 82
4 54
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STATISTICAL GRAPH 3: HISTOGRAM OF ALL L* DATA
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A surround transform is derived from Bartleson's L** functions as follows:
L**(Light) = L**(Dark)
11.5 (100 (Yi/Y) + 1.0)
os
- 16 = 25.4 (100 (Yd/Yn) +
0.1)033
- 16
100 (Y|/Y + 1 ) = 25.4/115 (100(Yd/Yn) + 0.1 )
C^0-5)
Yi [25.4/115 (100 [Yd/Yn] + 0.1)
P-33'0-5)
. i] Yn/100
This function is plotted in Graph 3, and labeled "Bartleson". It was clear by inspection that this curve
did not fit the data.
Breneman's proposed transformation is:
(Y/Yn) Light = (Y/Yn)
dark** (1/)
This curve is also plotted in Graph 3, and labeled "Breneman". The curve is much closer to the data,
prohibiting a judgement "by inspection".
The model was compared to the data in the following manner. First the tristimulus values of the dark
field colors were converted to chromaticity-lightness values (x, y, Y). The model was then used to
predict the corresponding light field color by operating on the value ofY, leaving (x, y) unchanged.
This is referred to as a Breneman light field/dark field transform at constant chromaticity. The
predicted light field color coordinates were then compared to the measured light field color coor
dinates by transforming each to CIELAB color space (L*,a*,b*), and calculating the three relevant
components of the color difference, Delta L*, Delta C*, and Delta H*. A good fit would be indicated
by values of zero. A T-test was used to determine whether the means ofDelta L*, Delta C*, or Delta
H*
were different from zero.
"^
This test was also repeated using a Breneman light field/dark field
transform at constant chroma. This
is accomplished as follows: The measured dark field color coordinates are transformed into CIELAB
color space. The values of a*, b*, C*, and h are then fixed, while
L*
is modified by the transform. To
find the calculated light field L*, the measured dark field
L*
is converted to Y, the value ofY is then
operated on by the model, and the modified value ofY is then transformed to L*.
As stated above, it was noted that the data in
Graph 3 seemed to follow a smooth curve. It is also ap
parent that this curve is not too different from the curve describing Breneman's light field/dark field
transform. It was hypothesized that the data from this experiment could be fit by a Breneman type
model with an exponent slightly different than (1/1.3).
A nonlinear regression routine implemented in a
spreadsheet was used to determine the exponent; (1/1.145). The curve corresponding to this model is
also plotted in Graph 3, and labeled Ouellette. It can be seen by inspection that the curve is a good fit
to the data.
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CONSTANT CHROMATICITY
Delta E Delta L* Delta C* Delta H
4.7691 -.0740 -1.1150 .3429
2.6152 2.7884 3.2191 2.8117
5.1743
.358 -.6161 -1.117
4.3637 -.506 -1.6139 -1.988
INTERPRETATION OF T-TEST
The T-Test values correspond to the above Constant Chroaaticity
values (Means). A value of 0 represents no significant difference
between the mean and zero. A value of 1 represents a significant
difference.
T-Test
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
STATISTICAL GRAPH 4: T-TESTS
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CHAPTERVH
SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
The conclusive results of this study indicate that ambient light does physically change the surround,
which, in turn influences the appearance of a CRT color. A test of the hypothesis resulted in the con
clusion that ambient lighting and surround cannot be treated independently of each other when evaluat
ing their effects on perceived color. Both conditions affect the perception of color.
Meeting the original objectives of this study (1. Development of a database suitable for studying the
transformation of color coordinates when a visual match between a dark surround and light surround.
and 2. Development of a database suitable for deriving a mathematicalmodel which predicts the tris
timulus values measured on a CRT screen from a knowledge of the individual phosphor characteristics
and the ambient lighting conditions.) allowed the data analysis to progress into the development of
both an ambient light model and a surround transform. Consequendy, the originalmodel that was
presented in this writing can be modified by findings from the experimental analysis
lg'
. It was dis
covered that the treatment of ambient light is simply one of additivity in tristimulus space. That is, the
tristimulus values of a displayed image seen under an ambient lighting condition are equal to the al
gebraic sum of the tristimulus values displayed on a CRT and the tristimulus values of the ambient il
lumination reflected off the CRT. The second discovery in this investigation was in the surround
transform. Although further experimentation is necessary in order to derive transforms in the hue and
saturation variables, it was clear that an increase in lightness is required when going from dark sur
round to light surround under all ambient lighting conditions. In fact, since the greatest perceived color
difference occured in the area of lightness. Results of the study suggest that tone reproduction is per
haps the most important variable in an electronic to print reproduction process. In practical applica
tions, this may suggest that the use of reflection viewing booths which provide a light backround may
not be appropriate since soft proofs normally provide dark surrounds. Or, perhaps the use of a light
surround border on the CRT screen image is appropriate.
A more detailed analysis of the lightness surround transforms determined that Breneman's postulated
lightness surround transform would fit the experimental data with a slightly different exponent. It was
also noted that Breneman's surround transform curves with varying exponents remain similar in shape
but different in their degree of departure from the 45 degree straight line. Theymight be thought of as
three curves in a family; for example, three Breneman type transforms with different exponents. A
hypothesis for further investigation might be that the size of the exponent depends on some attribute of
the image; for example, absolute luminance level, luminance ratio of the light and dark surrounds, or
the location of the subject color within the image (close to or far from the surround). If this were true
then a condition which minimizes the difference could be chosen for field application.
In summary, this investigation confirms the long suspected notion that ambient lighting and border sur
round influence the perception of pictorial color. That is, the perception of a color (soft or hard copy)
is not only dependent upon light from that point,
but on a comparison of such light with its surround
ings. It is the effect of surroundings on the perception of color which provided a basis for this study. In
36
practical application, this indicates that standard viewing conditions are necessary for all proofing
stages since a proof is based entirely on the subjective perception of color.
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XYZ - XYZ = XYZ
Screen Color - Ambient Light
= Desired Color
(Y/Yn)dark =
(Y/Yn)light * 1.145
Breneman
Transform
Conversion
to RGB
Intensities
CRT
Desired
Color
A_
FIGURE 5: COMPLETEDMODEL
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